
To Canby District School Board.
Attn Ms. Angi Dikes

From: Kevin Starrett

RE Complaint against Superintendent Trip Goodall.

I have been made aware of a “statement” issued on Jan. 13, 2021 by Superintendent 
Trip Goodall concerning School Board member Stefani Carlson. (Attached)

The statement was apparently made in response to a “media inquiry” although no 
mention of “media” is made in the statement.

It has been reliably reported that the “media” in question was a local person with a 
Facebook page.

It has also been reported that Goodall’s statement and attack on Board Member 
Carlson came prior to any discussion with the board member.

In his outrageous and unprofessional attack on Board Member Carlson, Goodall states 
“After the event of January 6th in our nation’s capital, all of us should recognize the 
importance of words.”

Goodall would have done well to heed his own advice. Furthermore, it would be wise for 
both Goodall and the board to remember that Goodall works for, and at the pleasure of, 
the board and not vice-versa. This is something, in his rush to mount presumptuous and 
arrogant attacks, Goodall seems to have forgotten.

It is both telling and damning that Goodall should reference the events in our nation’s 
capital while making no mention of the years of leftist violence visited on our cities. And 
there Goodall exposes his real agenda and intentions.

Goodall’s vicious and self serving attack is directly from the playbook of the Marxists 
whose violent behavior Goodall so conveniently overlooks while making reference to 
“events in our capital.”

Let’s end the charade now. Goodall’s mean spirited and cowardly attack on Board 
Member Carlson was the product of his personal political animus, his fear of having his 
craven and partisan agenda exposed and his determination to continue to cover up his 
failures and intention to keep our schools closed despite the critical needs of the 
children he pretends to serve.

Anyone with even the most passing familiarity with Board Member Carlson knows she is 
a person of outstanding integrity and character, a valued member of our community and 
committed to the children of the district in a way to which frauds like Goodall could 



never even hope to aspire. Goodall, on the other hand, seems to work tirelessly to avoid  
accountability and dodge inquires.

Let me remind you that Mrs. Carlson won her election even after having withdrawn from 
the race without having spent one minute or one dollar campaigning.

Her only media attention were contemptuous and disgusting smear pieces launched 
against her as a result of her courageous statements in defense of the dignity and 
safety of Canby students in the face of the radical left’s efforts to force young people 
into dangerous and demeaning situations. That kind of support is something even 
Goodall should recognize.

As a shareholder in Canby’s schools, a taxpayer, and a voter I want to register my 
absolute disgust with Goodall’s malicious and self serving attacks and demand his 
immediate resignation and replacement with a person of honor.




